
 Insurance

AREA DURATION PREMIUM HOLIDAYS COVERED

Europe 6 - 12 days £29 All European Wildlife at Leisure tours, Canary Islands, AGS Galanthus of the Black Sea , Jordan tours 
(without extension), All Morocco tours, Southwest Turkey, Sardinia, Corsica, Gargano, Greek Rhodopi, 
Maritime Alps, AGS Vercors ,All Iceland tours, Slovenia ,Russian Caucasus (without extension), 
Dolomite, Central Italian Alps, County Mayo, Poland, Delphi, Peloponnese, Crete in Autumn.

13 - 17 days £43 Jordan (with extension), Crete, Northern Greece, Georgia (without extension), Pontic Alps, Pyrenees, 
Russian Caucasus (with extension).

18 - 34 Days £52 Georgia (with extension).

Worldwide 11 - 17 days £79 Tanzania, Assam & Bhutan, Highlands of Mexico, Chiapas, Wild India (Through the Lens), Iran (both 
trips), Tien Shan (both trips), AGS Tajikistan, Bhutan, California, All Canadian Tours, South Africa, 
Thailand, Ethiopia, WAL Kenya, Madagascar, Belize and Tikal, Costa Rica (Through the Lens).
And the following tours without extensions; 
Vietnam (without Cambodia), Southern Chile, Wild India.

18 - 23 days £100 Burma, Vietnam and Cambodia, Costa Rica (February), AGS to Shangri-La, Hawaii, Sichuan, Papua 
New Guinea, Peru, Western Australia, Taiwan, Mammals of the Roof of the World, Borneo
And the following tours with extensions; 
Southern Chile, Wild India.

24 - 31 days £116 Mammals of the Roof the World (both extensions).

Greentours recommends that all customers travel with insurance to ensure they have a carefree holiday. We have arranged cover 
through travel insurance specialists, Infinity Insurance Solutions which is underwritten by the United Kingdom branch of Union 
Reiseversicherung AG. Full details of the policies, showing terms, conditions and exclusions are available on request or on our website 
www.greentours.co.uk/booking-information.

AGE LOADING – 66 to 80 years is double the quoted premiums, and 80+ years is 3 times the quoted premiums. (No upper age limit).

OVER £5001 – An extra premium of £67 is required if your total holiday value exceeds £5001.

Before you purchase Insurance your attention is drawn to a number of 
important aspects: Policy document: You should read the document carefully. 
It gives you full details of what is and what is not covered and the conditions of 
the cover. Cover will vary from policy to policy and insurer to insurer. Conditions, 
exclusions & warranties: Conditions and exclusions will apply to individual sections 
of your policy while general exclusions, conditions and warranties will apply to 
the whole of your policy. Medical expenses: Your policy does not provide private 
health treatment unless specifically approved by the emergency assistance service. 
You should carry an EHIC (European Health Insurance Card) or equivalent and 
use this at state facilities when travelling within the European Union. Hazardous 
Activities: If you are taking part in activities that present a risk of injury, including 
scuba diving and water sports, check that your policy covers you. Property Claims: 
These claims are paid based on the value of the goods at the time you lose them 
and not on a ‘new for old’ or replacement cost basis, unless otherwise stated in 
your policy. Your policy will set out what proof the insurer needs to support a claim. 
Policy Limits: Most sections of your policy have limits on the amount the insurer 
will pay under that section. Some sections also include other specific limits, for 
example: for any one item or for valuables in total. You are advised to check your 
policy if you intend taking expensive items with you. Policy Excesses: Under most 
sections of the policy, claims will be subject to an excess. This means that you will 
be responsible for paying the first part of the claim. The amount you have to pay is 
the excess. You may be able to pay an additional amount to remove the standard 
policy excess. Reasonable Care: You need to take all reasonable care to protect 
yourself and your property, as you would if you were not insured. Fraud: The making 
of a fraudulent claim is a criminal offence. Your insurer may be recording details 
of claims on an anti-fraud register. Complaints: Our Insurers set high standards, 
if you are not satisfied with the insurance policy, please refer to the policy wording 
which contains full details of the complaints procedure. ‘Cooling Off’ Period: Your 
policy will have a ‘cooling off’ period during which you can cancel the policy and 
get a refund, if you have a justifiable reason for being dissatisfied with the cover it 
provides. Accurate & relevant information: You have a duty to take reasonable 
care to answer questions fully and accurately, and that any information you volunteer 
is not misleading. This applies both when you take the policy out and at any time 
during the policy period. If you do not do so, we reserve the right to void your policy 
from inception. In the event that it becomes necessary to do this, we will give you 
seven days’ notice of cancellation of the policy by recorded delivery to you at your 
last known address. Because an insurance policy can only provide cover in respect 

of accident, illness, loss or damage for an event/occurrence which is sudden, 
unforeseen and beyond your reasonable control, you must also tell us if you are 
aware of any circumstances at the time you purchase this insurance, or any time 
afterwards, which could possibly result in you having to make a claim; otherwise you 
may not be covered. You can do this by calling 01732 853 446 We reserve the right 
to charge an additional premium, amend the policy terms, or decline to offer cover if 
we feel that the information you give us changes our assessment of the risk involved. 
Health: Most travel insurance policies have health restrictions in them that may 
exclude any existing medical conditions. You need to tell us of anything you know 
of that is likely to affect our acceptance of your cover. So that we can ensure your 
child is provided with the best cover we can offer please would you answer either 
‘YES’ or ‘NO’ to the following questions: 1 Have you ever received treatment for: a) 
a heart related condition, b) stroke or high blood pressure, c) a breathing condition 
(including asthma), d) any type of cancer, e) any type of diabetes. 2. In the last 2 
years: have you a) been treated for any serious or recurring medical condition, b) 
asked to take regular prescribed medication, c) referred to a specialist or consultant 
at a hospital for tests, diagnosis or treatment? You must also tell us if: Your child is 
waiting for tests, treatment of any description. Your doctor alters your child’s regular 
prescribed medication. If you have answered ‘Yes’ to any of the above questions 
you must tell the insurer, they may be able to offer some cover and may be able to 
cover your medical condition, although an increased premium may be required. To 
enable them to consider your medical condition please contact call 01732 853 446 
quoting “Travelmaster – Greentours” Open 8am – 8pm Mon – Fri, 9am – 5pm 
Saturdays, this will be charged as a local call from wherever you are calling in the 
United Kingdom or the Channel Islands. All calls will be treated in the strictest 
confidence. Should we require any additional premium and you accept our offer, 
this should be paid to the medical helpline either by credit card or cheque within 14 
days of your call. Please note: We are unable to provide any cover on psychological 
conditions such as stress, anxiety, depression, eating disorders or mental instability. 
We are unable to provide cover for anything which is a result of a pre-existing 
medical condition of a close relative or close business associate. Law: Your policy is 
governed by the law of England and Wales unless you and your insurers have agreed 
otherwise. If you would like more information, please contact: Infinity Insurance 
Solutions 0845 230 7130 particularly if you feel the insurance may not meet your 
needs. These details are not a substitute for your insurance policy - Please make 
sure you read your policy carefully.

Section Limits Per Person Excess

Cancellation up to £5,000 £60

Departure delay £20 after 12 hours delay. 
£20 after each subsequent 12 hour 
delay up to maximum of £300

Nil

Abandonment after 
24 hours

up to £5,000 £60

Missed departure up to £500 Nil

Personal 
possessions

up to £2,000  
maximum per item: £200  
total of valuables: £300

£60

Delayed 
possessions

up to £100 if your possessions are 
delayed by more than 12 hours 
from arrival at your resort

Nil

Personal money up to £250 in cash on your person £60

Loss of travel 
documents

up to £250 for travel and 
accommodation costs necessary to 
replace your lost travel documents

Nil

Main Benefits Limit of Cover Excess

Emergency medical 
expenses

up to £5,000,000 (includes 24 hour 
emergency assistance)

£40

State hospital 
benefit

£20 per day you are confined 
to a state hospital bed, up to a 
maximum of £400

Nil

Curtailment charges up to £5,000 £60

Personal liability up to £2,000,000 £60 (£250 trip 
accommodation)

Personal accident up to £15,000 (age limits apply) Nil

Legal advice & 
expenses

up to £5,000 Nil

Hijack £50 per day up to a maximum of 
£500

Nil

Mugging £50 for each 24 hours spent in 
hospital up to a maximum of £500

Nil

Catastrophe up to £1,000 Nil


